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Engagement Log - ACP-2020-026 - Stage 1B

Activity - Subject - Correspondents - Decisions - Actions
Initial Email explaining ACP-2020-026 and requesting engagement of the design principles



Stakeholder Organisation email address Date of Engagement DP Related to

l British Microlight Aircraft Association l 08-Jan-21 a

DCTT 22 Gp 11-Jan-21 N/A

A7 Enablers 11-Jan-21 N/A

 22 Gp (AOC PSO) 13-Jan-21

b & c

RAF Cranwell, Woodvale, 3 FTS 14-Jan-21 N/A

Tower Ops Manager, Edinburgh Airport 15-Jan-21 Could you clarify a couple of things please?

Is there a base level for the proposed area? 

Does the area overlap Edinburgh CTA/Scottish TMA? In the letter it appears to do so, but when I looked  on the ACP website and zoomed in, it looked like it may be adjacent.

The letters talks of the area being “activated intermittently” – in concept, can you give an indication of how often this would be? Weekly, monthly, bi-monthly etc?

Response provided then subsequent response from Tony was:

Thanks for clarifying. That’s a big help for our engagement with Edinburgh Airport Ltd and obviously our own response.

Director of Operations, Newcastle Airport 18-Jan-21 I have a number of concerns which include amongst others:

The lack of time Newcastle Airport is being given to respond.

Responding mid Covid-19 pandemic, with staff furloughed, whilst managing an existential crisis for the airport is unhelpful.

Four weeks is insufficient time to fully understand the impact and seek external advise.

The potential strategic consequence of this proposal upon Newcastle Airport.

Lack of fidelity in the enclosed Fig 1 graphic – it appears Newcastle Airport is directly underneath the proposed area.

Proposed design for ‘supersonic flight and rapid height changes’ - a potentially serious impact on commercial flights.

As it stands Newcastle Airport objects to the proposal. I wish to request an extension to the response times, to better understand the potential impact.

USAFE - Host Nation Co-ord Cell 44221 Nil Return - new POCs passed N/A

RLO - British Ballon and Airship Club 27-Jan-21 Do you agree that these principals meet the SoN – YES

Do you have any observations or concerns about the design principles – NO

Are there any omissions or additions – NO

Comments:

As the BBAC representative on the NATMAC Committee I feel that the proposed changes will have a minimal effect on the ballooning community covered by the area of this ACP.

HQ 6 FTS 27-Jan-21 1.         It is anticipated that this will have little or no impact on 6 FTS Tutor operations.

2.         Only operations from Leuchars Station and RAF Leeming are likely to be affected in any way but this is expected to be nothing unusual when compared to that from other large-scale exercises.  

3.         We anticipate that any such activity will be promulgated in good time and subject to NOTAM action in the usual manner. 

Director of Operations, Newcastle Airport 04-Feb-21 Letter to CAA attached. All

D SATCO Warton Aerodrome 08-Feb-21 We agree that these principles meet the SoN.

We have no concerns at this stage regarding the design principles.  However, we would be interested to understand whether the activation of the proposed airspace for exercise purposes would result in additional

 military air systems, perhaps prevented from using the D323 and D613 complexes during exercises, migrating over to Irish Sea airspace traditionally used by BAE Systems for test and development up to FL500+.

In response to the question regarding any omissions or additions to be considered for inclusion, we note that military area ATC service provision during 2019 and 2020 (notwithstanding COVID 19) has often been

 sporadic.  Indeed, BAE Systems has often been called upon to provide services to military aircraft to cover the shortfall and to ensure the military task may continue unhindered.  In establishing this additional airspace, has service provision been 

considered?

With respect to any further comments, suggestions or considerations in relation to this airspace proposal, we would be interested to understand how the proposed airspace structure will be integrated into the Free

 Route Airspace construct due for implementation in December 2021 (subsequent phases to follow) and whether Irish Sea airspace will be affected by re-routed GAT flights profiles impacted by activation of the new airspace.

GM Edinburgh Airport 11-Feb-21 Attachement to email - Tab 3 e & f

l Edinburgh Airport Noise Advisory Board 11-Feb-21 3 x Attachments to email e & f

Edinburgh Airport, Head of Airspace 11-Feb-21 2 x Attachments to email e & f

1 Gp Performance Manager 12-Feb-21 1. Do you agree that these principles meet the SoN? 

SoN primarily designed around facilitating the CA need which focuses on the majority of the 1Gp assets. It is expected that it will also have an indirectly but positive effect on the ISTAR Force as the Exercise scenarios should be better facilitated. 

2. Do you have any observations or concerns about the design principles? 

Yes:

a. Detail:

RJ required to AAR following take-off prior to onward transit for missions. 

New airspace will cover AARA5 (backup AARA when weather is bad in AARA 8).  

RJ cannot routinely use AARA6&7 as they are within D323 which is often active around RJ AAR timings.  

AARAs further north (AARA 2,3,4) would add to transit time and decrease time on task. 

In following phases of the airspace development, engagement will be required with RJ to ensure that AAR can still be gained expeditiously, and that routing through / over the airspace allows for practical onward transit. 

3. Are there any omissions or additions you feel should be considered for inclusion? 

a.  No

4. Please provide any further comments, suggestions or considerations in relation to this airspace proposal that we should be aware of.

a. Nil

Response provided, response from  as follows:

If supporting the Ex then no issues as yes they will access the tanker tow lines. Their concern below was mainly a concern to their back-up / weather plan if they were not Ex participants but had a sortie at the same time

 the FCA was active (I know a slim and unlikely chance owing to how often this airspace will be utilised).

Ref TACTOW – It will be possible but with EAMTA, FCA and associated revised civil routes combined with the proximity to CAS / airways on the East Coast – finding suitable space to conduct a TACTOW may not always be straight forward.

I think RJ STANEVAL would just like to be brought in to the discussion at the next stage to run through the concerns / scenarios.

NATS

As part of our observations, NATS offers comment and suggestions in the table below and suggests some additional DPs at items 7-11.  We believe it is also crucial that the output of MOD ACP-2020-046 (the Trial 

which supports this development) is a key consideration for this ACP; especially in relation to the wider ATM user community, environmental and network impacts.  This includes network connectivity for affected airports in the vicinity and traffic flows.

That said, we acknowledge that you have captured elements of this in your proposed DPs so some of our suggestions relate to where we believe that some refinement of the wording would provide clarity and establish ‘principles’ of design rather than requirements. 

Additionally, it might be useful to set out your priorities for your DPs.

We look forward to further engagement during your ACP development.  In the meantime if you need clarity on any of the feedback provided or want to discuss anything further then please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Email Response Log - ACP-2020-026 - Stage 1B

Stakeholder response

Generic List of Principles Provided

Nil Return

Informing of PoC

Points from 22 Gp Snr Op endorsed by AOC 22 Gp: Do you agree that these principles meet the SoN?  Yes, with observations below.

Do you have any observations or concerns about the design principles?  Yes.

Are there any omissions or additions you feel should be considered for inclusion?  Yes.

Detail: 

Mentions need to be accessible by USAFE and UK assets. 

Should this include FOBs?  Some assets may need to forward deploy to co-locate with other blue assets, secure brief/debrief, or due to sheer numbers (80+ assets).

Should mention need to employ from the Carrier and ensure design includes embarked Air support assets too – Crownest etc.

Should Security considerations be included up-front (or are they discussed darkside?). 

Include need to have adequate CSAR capability to service LFE – will require civilian support.

Include contracted services such as Cobham (now) and likely services in the future.  It will affect basing and airspace requirements for civvy-operated assets.

Please provide any further comments, suggestions or considerations in relation to this airspace proposal that we should be aware of. 

Will this study have to accommodate thoughts on LVC (will require reachback to a hub (Leeming?  Waddington?)?  LVC may reduce LFE assets, reduce security concerns, increase op realism, whilst reducing RtL (decreased density of traffic)

If the aspiration is full-up, including contested EME, then will this design philosophy optimise EMCON and minimise EM frat on civvy agencies?Nil Return

d

All

N/A

b & e

N/A

N/A

e



MOD Design Principles NATS proposals and feedback

1

The airspace design must be safe, with any 

hazards identified and risks mitigated such 

that they are as low as reasonably practicable 

and tolerable.

NATS agrees that safety should be the number one priority

2

The training area will be within efficient reach 

of RAF / United States Air Force (Europe) 

(USAFE) Main Operating Bases.

This principle is loosely defined.  What is the baseline for meeting this 

principle?  How does the MOD define efficient in relation to this 

principle?

The design will provide a suitable training area 

to meet the following core requirements:

These are requirements/objectives and it is not clear how they support 

the need for new airspace.  It could be reasoned that they are met by 

current airspace design.

Full tactical employment if aircraft and 

weapon capability

NATS believes clarity could be provided by replacing with the proposed 

principle at item 7.

Supersonic flight and rapid height changes

Use of high and low altitude activity 

concurrently

Representative employment ranges of 

simulated air-air and air-surface weapons

Representative formation numbers with 

opposing forces (>80 aircraft)

The design will provide a sufficient overland 

portion for running tactical scenarios, siting 

targets and simulated threats that facilitate 

representative collective training in a 

contested electromagnetic environment.

Suggest reword to present as a DP:

Optimise Airspace Management (ASM) applying Flexible Use of 

Airspace (FUA) principles and ASM Policy

5
Minimise impact on other airspace users and 

the network where possible.

Remove ‘where possible’.  NATS believes It should be possible.  By 

saying “where possible” it’s implies that you don’t think it is achievable 

before you start.

NATS believes this principle should be split and proposes the following;

Minimise environmental impacts including noise (where relevant)

Minimise environmental impacts including and CO2 emissions

7

Optimise the airspace design to 

accommodate periodic Large Force 

Employment Operations

8

Maximise the incorporation of results of the 

MOD’s supporting Airspace trial – ACP-2020-

042

9

Optimise protocols for deconfliction of 

simultaneous activations of multiple volumes 

of Special Use Airspace 

10 Minimise complexity in flight planning

11

Minimise the impact to Commercial Air 

Traffic flow, sector complexity and sector 

capacity.

6
Minimise noise and environmental impacts, 

where relevant.

3

4

Safe, efficient and standardised management, 

notification and activation of airspace, utilising 

Flexible Use of Airspace (FUA) principles














